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The subject of this master’s thesis is to research grounding in a particular wind power

application. The aim is to define how the grounding from different points effects to the

function of the whole system. The investigated subjects are generator voltage spikes,

ground currents and system fault situations.

The first part of this thesis represents power electronics, which is commonly used in

wind power systems. The second part concentrates more to the grounding, electrical

safety demands and potential fault situations.

The object of the simulations is to investigate voltage spikes and fault situations.

Measurements will be made with small-scale setup and in the last part simulation and

measurement results are compared to each other and to a full-scale system.
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List of Acronyms and Variables

Acronyms

AC Alternating current

DC Direct current

DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator

GTO Gate turn-off thyristor

IGBT Insulated gate bipolar transistor

PE Protective earth

PMSG Permanent magnet generator

PWM Pulse-width modulated

SCIG Squirrel cage induction generator

VSC Voltage source converters

WRIG Wound rotor induction generator

WRSG Wound rotor synchronous generator

Variables

C Capacitance

Csf-effective Stator-to-frame capacitance

Csf-slot Stator slot capacitance to ground

Csf-total Total stator-to-frame capacitance

Csf-0 Stator-to-ground capacitance

Csw Stator turn-to-turn winding capacitance

f Frequency

G Conductance

L Impedance

Llr Rotor inductance

Lls Stator leakage inductance

Lm Magnetizing inductance
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nS Synchronous rotational speed

R Resistance

Rcore Core loss resistance

Rr Rotor resistance

RS Stator resistance

p Number of poles

S Slip

Vp-p Peak-to-peak voltage

VRMS RMS voltage

z0 Characteristic impedance

Angular frequency
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1 INTRODUCTION

The wind power has become one of the most interesting renewable energy sources

during the past few years. It is nowadays a strongly developing area of technology and

its  share  of  the  world  energy  production  is  growing.  At  the  same  time  it  has  become

even more effective and the price of the energy produced by wind has reduced.

Wind power applications have been investigated a lot and there are many scientific

articles about it. The purpose of this thesis is to find out the best solution to ground a

wind power drive. The most important investigated sector is how the grounding point

affects to overvoltages and to fault situations.

The work is a part of The Switch High Power Converters Oy project concerning wind

power drives. The master’s thesis begins with introduction of commonly used wind

power installations and a description of grounding theory. In the theoretical section it is

also  shown  which  kind  of  requirements  the  grounding  has  and  what  are  its  safety

demands.  Different  grounding  topologies  are  simulated  and  tested  with  small-scale

laboratory setup.
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2 POWER ELECTRONICS IN WIND POWER SYSTEMS

In  the  wind  turbine  markets  there  can  be  nowadays  found  a  large  variety  of  different

technologies and innovations. For the wind turbine configuration itself and for power

electronics, which are used in wind power solutions, there are various concepts. This

chapter presents the most important techniques of the used technology. [Ackermann

2005]

2.1 Wind turbine configurations

Wind turbine topologies have two different main configurations: fixed speed and

variable speed turbines. Both of them are discussed in the following two chapters.

[Hansen 2001]

2.1.1 Fixed-speed turbine

Fixed-speed operating wind turbines represent the older technique and they were

standard installed solutions in the 1990s. Fixed speed means that the wind turbine rotor

speed is modified to generator, so that the generator works with the same frequency as

the supply grid. The speed of the turbine rotor is changed with a gearbox. Figure 1

shows the topology of fixed-speed turbine.

Figure 1 Fixed-speed wind turbine configurations with squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG).
This configuration includes also a gearbox, soft-starter and capacitor bank.
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Fixed-speed turbines are normally equipped with an induction generator, which is

connected directly to the supply grid with soft-starter and capacitor bank. These are

needed for reactive power compensation. Typically this kind of turbine is designed to

produce the maximum energy with one particular wind speed. In the fixed speed

solutions, the generator can also be provided with two winding sets for operation with a

better wind speed range.

The technique of fixed-speed turbines is very simple. It has high reliability and it is

well-proven. Complicated electronic parts are unnecessary, which brings the costs

down.  However a gearbox is needed to match the speed of the rotor rotation for the

generator and that is a large issue by itself. Disadvantages of the fixed speed turbines

are  mechanical  stress  of  the  generator,  low  energy  production  with  different  wind

speeds and limited power quality control, which can cause voltage fluctuation,

especially in the case of weak supply grids.

2.1.2 Variable-speed wind turbines

Variable-speed wind turbines are nowadays the dominant type of installed turbines. The

main difference in comparison with fixed-speed turbine is that they are designed to

produce power with the maximum aerodynamic efficiency with a wide wind speed

range. This means that the generator speed is changing with the wind speed but the

torque of the generator is fairly constant. Figure 2 shows the configuration of variable-

speed wind turbine.

Figure 2 Variable–speed wind turbine configuration includes PMSG, WRSG or WRIG type of
generator, frequency converter and may be equipped with or without gearbox.
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Fixed-speed system is normally equipped with an induction or synchronous generator

and is connected to supply grid with a power converter. The electrical system is more

complicated than in the fixed-speed systems, hence the greater cost. However, with this

system it is possible to produce more energy with higher quality and it also reduces

mechanical stress of the wind turbine. Variable-speed turbine is also easier to control

than fixed-speed. Disadvantages are more expensive costs of power electronics and also

power losses with increased electronic parts. In summary, we can say that variable-

speed wind turbine has higher investment costs, but in the end, it produces more energy

with higher quality.  [Burton 2001]
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2.2 Generator concepts

The generator is the part of the wind turbine system, which transforms mechanical

energy into electric power. Wind turbine generators have one main difference,

compared with other generating units, which are used in electrical grid. They have to

work with variable energy source and that causes very fluctuating mechanical torque for

the generator. [DWIA 2003]

Different generator concepts in wind turbine can be equipped basically with any type of

three-phase generator. The rotational speed of the generator depends on the frequency

of supply grid and the number of the poles in generator:

nS
p
f

⋅= 60 , (1)

Where nS is synchronous rotational speed in rpm, p is number of poles and f is

frequency of grid in Hz. From the equation we can see that if the generator has a multi-

pole system or if the frequency is controlled with converter, generator can work with the

different speeds. [DNV 2002]

In the following chapters are presented the main types of asynchronous and

synchronous generators.

2.2.1 Asynchronous induction generators

Asynchronous induction generators are the most common generator types in wind

turbines. This type has many advantages, including mechanical simplicity and

robustness. Because they are produced for many different solutions in high volume, they

have a low price. The major disadvantage is that the stator needs magnetizing current

from other source and that comes normally from the supply grid or the power electronic

system. In other words the generator has its magnetic field only when it is connected to

electrical network. [Ackermann 2005]
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SQUIRREL CAGE INDUCTION GENERATOR

Like we can see from Figure 2, the squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) is directly

connected to the grid. As a consequence of changes in wind speed, the SCIG speed

changes by only a few percents compared to the generator slip. That is why the SCIG is

used with constant-speed wind turbines. SCIG solutions are normally equipped with

soft-starter and with capacitor bank for reactive power compensation. Because a SCIG

is directly connected to the supply grid, the changes in the generator voltage are also

coming over to grid. For weak grids this can cause serious problems, but with normal

operation and connection to a stable AC grid, the wind turbine with SCIG is very stable

and robust. The other problem is that because the generator takes the magnetizing

current form the grid, the full load power factor is quite low. This means that low power

factor have to be a compensated by connecting capacitors in parallel to the generator.

[Hansen 2001]

WOUND ROTOR INDUCTION GENERATOR

Wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) is used in variable-speed wind turbines,

which however have only a small speed scale. WRIG has very similar three-phase

insulated winding in the rotor and stator. The rotating winding is connected to supply

grid with slip rings and brushes or in the alternative case it is connected to the power

electronic converter. The electrical characteristics of the WRIG rotor can be modified

by controlling the rotor losses. This property enables the slip of the generator to be

changed 1-10 % and in that way the rotation speed of the rotor can be changed also as

much as slip. [Ackermann 2005]

Advantage for WRIG is wider wind speed scale. The disadvantages for WRIG are that it

is  more  expensive  than  SCIG and  it  needs  also  little  bit  more  service.  Because  of  the

insulated winding on the rotor, the lifetime of the generator may also be shorter. WRIG

also wastes inductive reactive power if it is directly connected to the grid. [Hansen

2001]
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DOUBLY-FED INDUCTION GENERATOR

The DFIG consist of a WRIG with the stator windings directly connected
to constant-frequency three-phase grid and with the rotor windings
mounted to a bidirectional back-to-back IGBT voltage source converter
[Ackermann 2005].

The name doubly-fed is coming from the fact that the voltage of the stator comes from

the grid and the voltage of the rotor is induced by the power converter. This system

makes it possible to operate on a large but still restricted area. Differences between

mechanical and electrical frequency are compensated with converter. This converter

includes two different converters, the rotor-side converter and grid-side converter and

they both are controlled independently. With that system, it is now possible to control

the active and reactive power with rotor-side converter by controlling the rotor current.

The grid-side converter controls the DC-link voltage and takes care that converter

operate at unity power factor.

Advantages  for  DFIG are  its  ability  to  control  reactive  power  by  controlling  the  rotor

excitation current. It’s also an important property that it does not necessarily need

magnetizing from the grid because it can be magnetized from the rotor circuit also. It’s

remarkable that DFIG can output more power than what the generator is rated for, and

do it without overheating. The DFIG is excellent choice especially in the MW range.

[Baroudi 2005]
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2.2.2 Synchronous generators

The synchronous generators have much more complicated structure and much higher

price than equal size induction generators. Synchronous generator is however

interesting because it does not need a reactive magnetizing current from the stator side.

Today it is used more and more in the wind turbine solutions.

The magnetic field for the synchronous generator can be made with two different ways

with a conventional field winding or with permanent magnets. Synchronous generator

can also be used for direct-drive applications without gearbox, if it just has suitable

number of poles. This type of generator is normally connected to the grid with power

electronic converter. Converter controls the magnetization of the generator and in the

case of gusting wind it decreases power fluctuation.

There are two types of synchronous generators, which have been used in the wind

power turbines. They are the wound rotor synchronous generator (WRSG) and the

permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). They both are presented in

following chapters. [Ackermann 2005]

WOUND ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

The wound rotor synchronous generator can be considered as a workhorse of the

electrical power supply industry. It has a long history, so its steady state performance

and the fault performance are well documented and therefore, it is a safe choice also for

the wind power systems. [HANSEN 2001]

Because the stator windings of the generator are connected directly to the supply grid,

its rotational speed is fixed for the same frequency as the grid. The rotor winding is

energized normally with slip rings and brushes or with a brushless exciter with a

rotating rectifier.
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PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

The permanent magnet synchronous generator is very universally used type of

generators. As mentioned above, the magnetization is provided by a permanent magnet

pole system, so PMSG does not need excitation current from the grid. That is the reason

why it is widely proposed for wind turbine systems. Self-excitation means also that the

operation is synchronous, as opposed to induction generator. [Hansen 2001]

Advantage for PMSG is self-excitation, which means high power factor and high

efficiency. However, it is also challenging characteristic, because the materials for

permanent magnets are very difficult to work during manufacturing and it’s also very

expensive. The synchronous operation may be a disadvantage in the case of external

short circuit or in the case that wind speed is gusty because the operation itself has very

stiff performance. [Kazmierkowski 2002]
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2.3 Power electronic concepts

Because of rapidly developing technology, the power electronic in the wind power

systems has changed a lot in the last years. Components can handle higher voltages and

currents, the power losses are decreasing and the reliability of the components is

growing. In addition to that, the devices are also easy to control, even in a megawatt

scale power systems. An important thing is also decreasing prices, which guarantee, that

power converters and other power electronic devices have become a part of the wind

power systems. The following chapter concentrates more to rectifier and inverter

technology in the wind power systems. [Ackermann 2005]

2.3.1 Rectifiers and inverters

Frequency converter includes three main parts, a rectifier, energy storage and inverter.

Rectifier converts the alternating current (AC), which comes from the generator into

direct  current  (DC)  into  the  DC system.  Capacitor  in  intermediate  circuit  works  as  an

energy storage for DC-voltage. An inverter converts direct current again back into

alternating current, with controllable frequency and voltage.

Diodes can be used only for rectification mode, when electronic switches can be used

for both modes, for rectification and inverting mode. The rectifier is commonly

application of diode bridge rectifier. It is cheap, it has low losses and it is reliable

solution. Three-phase diode bridge rectifier is shown in Figure 3. However, it allows

only unidirectional power flow, so with that property is not possible to control generator

voltage or current. In that case, if we have a diode bridge on rectifier, there has to be

generator, which can control the voltage and an inverter, which can control the current.

Figure 3 Structure of a three-phase diode bridge rectifier. [Hansen 2001]
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The selection of the generator and the rectifier is always a combination, while inverter

can be selected independently. Variable-speed induction generators need always a GTO

(gate turn-off thyristor) or an IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor) rectifier with them

because they both can control the reactive power. The IGBT components have become

very attractive choice, because of really fast development in the last years. [Ackermann

2005]

2.3.2 Frequency converter

There are four different frequency converter topologies which have been investigated

for wind turbines during the last years. They are tandem converter, matrix converter,

resonant converter and back-to-back converter.

Nowadays the most widely used three-phase frequency converter is back-to-back

voltage source converter. Figure 4 shows the structure of this type of converter. The

back-to-back voltage source converter includes normally two pulse-width modulated

(PWM) voltage source converters (VSC) and it works with bidirectional power flow.

DC-link voltage is boosted to higher level than the grid voltage to have full control of

the grin current. [Mohan 2003]

The capacitor in the intermediate circuit, makes it possible to disconnect the control of

two inverters. In that way we get the compensation for both sides, generator and grid,

without affecting to other side of converter. [Ackermann 2005]

Figure 4 Structure of the back-to-back frequency converter.
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3 GROUNDING REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Grounding

In the US this subject is referred to as “grounding” while in the UK it is called

“earthing”. Although the terms are synonymous to each other, the term used in this

work is grounding. [Burton 2001]

There are many different meanings for the term “grounding”. Perez (1995) defines it in

the handbook of electromagnetic compatibility this way:

The term grounding applied to electronic design has a very broad meaning. A
power supply common, a set of traces on a printed circuit board, and a layer of
copper or a sheet of metal are often called ground even though they may not to
be connected to earth [Perez 1995].

That  is  only  one  way  to  describe  the  term  grounding.  It  does  not  have  any  singular

meaning due to its various applications. For example, it can be power ground, lightning

ground, fault ground, signal ground or noisy ground. These different grounding

electrodes are normally named by their designated tasks. However, that is not every

time, how they operate in the real world.

The one important commission of grounding is to protect devices and users against in

fault situations. When there is a fault situation, grounding electrode connects the fault

current to the protective ground and this prevents people to get an electric shock.

When we think of the ground as a drain for faults and noise, we have to also remember

that the ground is not the place, which will take all the noises and fault currents without

any opposition. If there is a ground current, the same current will flow back to the

source. Because of that, the ground connection can be, in fact, the source for noises or

fault currents. In the same ground network, there may be many electrical devices and

many little networks. Hence the source of the noise can be in a totally different place,

than the grounded device or the system itself. [Perez 1995]
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3.1.1 Grounding with different frequencies

One misapprehension about grounding is to use very large-cross-sectional area

conductors of any length as the means to have better conductivity between

interconnected devices under conditions of high-frequency current flow. Due to this

though, the idea that impedance includes reactance and inductance is lost. This way, if

we forget the impedance as a function of frequency and we only think about resistance

as an important value, we do not get a well functioning grounding.

The difference between designing of electrical or electronic systems groundings, is the

frequency range. However, the concept of a high frequency or a low frequency range is

not so simple. On the one hand 400 Hz can be “high frequency” when we speak about

50 Hz system but it can also be “low frequency” when it is in a system, which uses

frequencies in magnitude of GHz. Hence, while talking about frequencies, there is no

exact term “low or high frequency”.

Now when we come back to the grounding electrode system, we can see that with the

frequency range is important to notice that the functional grounding is necessarily not

very functional with different frequencies. The point is that the designer has to think

also about how the whole system will behave with other frequency ranges, due to the

noise or fault currents, which may have totally different frequencies than what the

equipments normally use. [Perez 1995]

The difference of the impedance with different frequencies can be seen from the two

following equations. Equation 2 shows the characteristic impedance for lower

frequencies and equation 3 for the high frequencies.

With low frequencies (<10 – 100 kHz) resistive part is more dominant:

CjG
Rz

ω+
≈0 , (2)

Where z0 is characteristic impedance, G is conductance, R is resistance,  is angular

frequency and C is capacitance.
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With high frequencies (>100 kHz) reactive part is more dominant:

C
Lz ≈0 , (3)

Where L is inductance and C is capacitance.

Present day power electronic devices are working with really high frequencies and

causes fast transients. This means that we have to think also about higher frequencies so

that the perfect function for systems is possible.
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3.2 Function of grounding

As previously discussed, the grounding has different kinds of meanings and different

missions with different kind of setups. Electrical network for example has two different

groundings, protective grounding and neutral conductor. In the end they are connected

to the same point and same potential, but they both have different functions. Network

neutral conductor is the part of an electrical circuit and its purpose is to offer a current

return way for the current-using equipment. Protective conductor is in normal situations

without current, but when a fault situation happens, it offers safety way for fault

currents.

In the industrial power systems, where the system includes power-generating

equipments, the reasons for grounding this system may be the same as the components

of public systems. The methods of grounding are normally very similar under

conditions of service. However, in some industrial systems, these methods can be

modified by the following reasons.

1.) Location within the power system

2.) Individual generator characteristics

3.) Manufacturing process requirements

All of these may affect for the decisions to decide how the systems is grounded. [IEEE

2007]
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3.3 Electrical safety demands

The problem with grounding can also join with the electrical safety demands. To make a

totally safe device is maybe not the easiest way to do a functional device. That kind of

situation occurs for example when fault current protector does not work with powerful

electrical machine. Of course safety demands have to be the primary thing for the

design electrical systems.

The following chapter concentrates on the electrical safety demands in Finland. SFS-

6000 standard includes low-voltage electrical installations and safety at electrical work.

3.3.1 Fault protection: fault protection demands

- all  the  parts  of  the  equipment,  which  are  susceptible  to  voltage,  have  to  be

connected to protective conductor

- all  the  parts,  which  are  able  to  touch  same  time,  have  to  be  connected  for  the

same grounding system

- protective grounding conductor have to qualify all the requirements of plank 5-

54 (grounding and protective conductors)

- in  every  electric  network  have  to  be  own  protector,  which  is  connected  to

relevant protective grounding system

3.3.2 Equipotential bonding

In every building protective equipotential bonding have to be connected to protective

grounding system, to main grounding terminal and the next conductive elements:

- metallic water- and gas pipes

- conductive parts in the building, if they are able to touch in normal situations,

metallic central heating and air conditioning systems

- concrete elements steel structure if it is possible

- all of the above-mentioned have to qualify the requirements of plank 5-54
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3.3.3 TN-systems

In the TN-systems the integrity of grounding depends on the protective conductors (PE)

and PEN-conductors effective and reliable connection to ground. If grounding is taken

from the common distribution network or from the other power supply system, the

owner of the network is responsible for the function of grounding. [SFS 6000, 411.4]

Power supply neutral point or mid-point has to be grounded. If there is not mid-point or

neutral point, line conductor has to be grounded. All of the exposed conductive parts

must be connected to main grounding terminal with protective conductor and the main

grounding terminal has to be connected to power feed grounding point. If distribution

network has PEN conductor, there has to be a grounding electrode in electrical

connection.  [SFS 6000, 411.4.2]

TN-S-system can have separated neutral conductor and separated protective grounding

conductor. The system, what is normally used in installation of wind power systems, is

TN-S-system, which has only protective grounding conductor but no neutral conductor.

This system is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 TN-S-system, which have protective grounding conductor, but no neutral conductor. [SFS

6000]
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3.4 Grounding of a wind turbine

Wind turbines have some unusual requirements for grounding. They are normally set on

the top of the hills or to other high places or sometimes to the rocks. Those places are

usually very difficult to ground due the high resistivity of earth. In addition, wind

turbines are subject to lightning strikes because they are normally the only high

constructions in the same area. Because of that they need good grounding for their

protection. [Lorentzou 2000]

The wind turbine grounding system is normally large, with relation to other used

grounding systems. It has to be designed for the two different functions. Mainly it has to

be functional with a power system fault and secondly it has to protect wind turbine in

the case of a lightning strike. In summary, a wind turbine grounding system needs to

operate effectively with supply grid frequency and also with lightning currents and

surges. [Cotton 1999]

Normally wind turbine grounding system includes a ring ground electrode around wind

turbine foundation. The ground electrode is bonded to the tower and its dimensions

depend on the soil resistivity and the level of required lightning protection. This

electrode acts also as a part of much larger grounding system. The power cables

between wind turbines have normally grounded metallic cable sheath and this connects

the grounding of the individual turbine with the wind farm. [Cotton 1999]
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3.4.1 Wind turbine structure

Because of the tubular steel tower, wind turbine itself is conductive material and that

way quite well grounded. Wind turbine structure is shown in Figure 6. Generator is set

on the nacelle and the converter is set below, inside or outside of the tower. On the top,

power cables are on the wall of the tower but on the halfway to down, they hang freely.

Before they reach the converter, the cables are again attached to the wall. Ground

electrode is installed around the foundation.

Figure 6  Wind turbine structure, generator cables are attached to a tower wall.
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3.4.2 Fault situations

Single phase faults are the most common types of electrical faults in industrial

distribution systems. [Das 1998] The different fault situations will be simulated in

chapter 4.

Inverter intermediate circuit ground fault causes a fault current which is a direct current.

Direct current can’t connect to the ground with distributed cable capacitance so the fault

circuit closes with transformer ground. In that case the diode bridge connects the ground

fault by turns to each phase. This type of ground fault is shown in Figure 7. [Tarula

1993]

Figure 7 Ground fault in inverter intermediate circuit.

Ground fault in the generator cables is more common than ground fault in the inverter

intermediate circuit. This type of ground fault is shown in Figure 8. Generator cables are

normally more susceptible to faults. Inverter semiconductors connect the DC-link plus

and minus bar alternately to a phase ground fault. Fault current changes as fast as the

inverter switching frequency. [Tarula 1993]

Figure 8 Ground fault in generator cable.
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3.5 Grounding topologies

Three different grounding topologies for wind power application are examined in this

work. All of the topologies are shown in Figure 9. The first type of installation has three

different grounding points. They are transformer star point, inverter frame and generator

frame. In the second topology, transformer secondary is not connected to the ground but

to the inverter frame, generator frame and generator star point are connected to ground-

potential. The third possible topology has the grounding conductor connected to the

inverter intermediate circuit mid point, to the inverter frame and to the generator frame.

Figure 9 The main grounding topologies 1-3.
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4 SIMULATIONS

Simulations have been made with OrCAD Capture simulation program. Purpose of the

simulation is to model the laboratory measurement setup and finally compare the results

between simulation and measurements. Cable reflections, fault situations and normal

operating situations are simulated.

In the simulations and in the measurements wind turbine generator have been replaced

with a squirrel-cage induction motor, instead of permanent magnet generator. This

means  that  fault  situations  differ  from  the  real  ones  slightly.  In  the  case  of  a  ground

fault, permanent magnet generator can supply a fault current and as a consequence of

that, the real ground fault and the short circuit currents could differ from the simulation

results. However, the results reveal well the behavior of fault currents in both grounding

topologies.

Other difference is the placement of the simulated motor cables. In a manufacturers

wind turbine they are c. 10 cm from the wall of the tower but in the simulations they are

modeled without this distance.

The  ground  fault  protection  can  normally  operate  with  two  different  ways.  Either  the

inverter ground fault protection recognizes that the sum of the output currents is not a

zero and switches off the voltage, or a fuse in the drive blows as a consequence of a

fault  current.  The  simulations  will  show  how  the  test  setup  operates  in  each  fault

situation.
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4.1 Simulation model

The simulation model for the inverter and the transformer is based on the simulation

models in Power Electronics of Mohan [2003]. Modeling of a squirrel-cage induction

motor is made in accordance with Behrooz [2006]. This motor model is shown in Figure

10.
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Figure 10 A three-phase motor OrCAD model for 5.5-kW squirrel-cage induction motor.

Table 1 shows the parameters for the squirrel-cage induction motor simulation model.
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Table 1 Motor parameters and capacitance values for the induction motor simulation model.

Motor parameters
R S 3,0

R r 1,28

L ls 11,35 mH
L lr 15,04 mH
L m 319 mH
R core 2568

Capacitance values
C sf-slot 0,2 nF
C sf-effective 0,2 nF
C sf-total 7,668 nF
C sf-0 2,343 nF
C sw 0,852 nF

Simulation model for transformer, inverter and cable is shown in Figure 11. There is an

extra RC-circuit between ground and DC-link minus bar because diode-bridge is not

possible to simulate without that.
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Figure 11 Transformer, inverter and cable simulation model.
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4.2 Simulation results

4.2.1 Normal operation condition

Inverter intermediate circuit voltage has little ripple in both grounding topologies.

Figure 12 shows intermediate circuit voltage waveform when the transformer is

grounded and Figure 13, when the motor star point is grounded.
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Figure 12 Intermediate circuit voltage, when transformer is grounded.
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Figure 13 Intermediate circuit voltage waveform, when motor star point is grounded.
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Figure 14 shows the inverter output voltage waveform when the transformer is

grounded. In Figure 15 is the same waveform when the motor star point is grounded.
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Figure 14 Voltage waveform between phase 2 and phase 3, transformer is grounded
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Figure 15 Voltage waveform between phase 2 and phase 3, motor star point is grounded
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Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the current waveforms in the normal operation conditions

for  topology  1  and  2.  As  we  can  see,  both  of  the  topologies  have  the  same  current

values.
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Figure 16  Phase current waveforms when the transformer is grounded.
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Figure 17  Phase current waveforms when motor star point is grounded.
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4.2.2 Ground fault of the motor cable

These ground fault tests are made with topologies 1 and 2, which are presented in the

chapter 3.5.

CASE 1: TRANSFORMER GROUNDED

When the transformer is grounded and there is a low resistive ground fault, the current

of the phase that has a fault, start to rise rapidly and this blows a fuse in the drive. The

waveform of this fault situation is shown in Figure 18. When the resistive in ground

fault is higher, the fault current is lower and the fuse does not necessarily blow in the

drive. In this case the inverter ground fault protection recognizes a fault, because the

sum of the all currents differs from zero.
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Figure 18  Phase current waveforms, when transformer is grounded and there is a ground fault in the
motor cable between 3 – 43 ms.
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CASE 2: MOTOR STAR POINT GROUNDED

When  the  transformer  is  grounded,  the  fault  current  in  the  fault  phase  do  not  rise  as

much. Now the sum of the all currents is a zero so inverter ground fault protector

doesn’t recognize this situation. Current waveform is shown in Figure 19. If the inverter

is equipped with system which notice an asymmetry with phase currents, then the

protector will switch off the voltage. Otherwise there has to be a residual current relay

for the ground faults.
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Figure 19  Phase current waveforms, when motor star point is grounded and there is a phase ground
fault between 3 – 43 ms.
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4.2.3 Ground fault in the inverter intermediate circuit

Inverter intermediate circuit ground faults are simulated with topologies 1 and 2, like

other fault tests previous chapter.

CASE 1: TRANSFORMER GROUNDED

When the transformer is grounded, the current of the fault phase rises again fast and this

cause a fuse blow in the drive. Transformer output current waveforms are shown in

Figure 20.
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Figure 20  A current waveforms when transformer is grounded and there is a phase ground fault
between 3 – 43 ms.

CASE 2: MOTOR STAR POINT GROUNDED

The ground fault connects the inverter intermediate circuit minus bar to the ground. In

this case, only the intermediate circuit plus bar semiconductors are working and that

cause a current waveform which is shown in Figure 21. Now the sum of the all currents

is not a zero and inverter ground fault protection switches off the voltage.
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Figure 21  Phase current waveforms, when the motor star point is grounded and there is a ground fault
in the inverter intermediate circuit between 3 – 43 ms.

4.2.4 Voltage reflections

Voltage reflections are simulated with three different topologies, which are presented in

chapter 3.5. These topologies are transformer grounding, motor star point grounding and

inverter intermediate circuit grounding. Waveforms for the two first topologies are

shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. As we can see, the overvoltage in the motor terminal

is almost the same in both installations. However, when the inverter intermediate circuit

is grounded, overvoltage is a bit higher and in that case the voltage is 1143 V. Voltage

waveform is shown in Figure 28. Voltage reflection stabilized in 8 us in each topology.
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Figure 22 Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms, when transformer is grounded.
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Figure 23 Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms, when motor star point is grounded.
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Figure 24  Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms, when inverter intermediate circuit is
grounded.

4.3 Conclusions

Simulation results show that the grounding point has a very small influence to the

voltage reflection phenomena. Transformer and motor star point grounding had the

same overvoltages on the motor terminal. When the inverter intermediate circuit

midpoint was grounded, there was a bit higher overvoltage but it was in the same scale.

These results are later compared with measurement results

Differences between grounding topologies are more dominant in the fault situations.

When the transformer is grounded and there is a ground fault in the motor cable or in

the  inverter  intermediate  circuit,  the  fault  current  normally  blows  a  fuse  of  the  drive.

With the motor star point grounding a fault current circuit is between the cable and the

motor. In this case, the inverter ground fault protection does not recognize the fault

situations, because the sum of the currents is still zero. However, the protection can be

implemented with a residual current relay installed in the generator terminals.
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5 MEASUREMENTS

5.1 Measurement setup

Measurement setup is constructed to the laboratory of Lappeenranta University of

Technology. The purpose of the small-scale test setup is to model a wind turbine

structure, which is shown in Figure 6. The target for tests is to find out the differences

between grounding topologies. Measurement setup includes a three phase transformer,

Vacon NXP-series inverter, three 50 meter long 2.5 mm2 MMJ-wire as separated motor

cable and ABB M2MM 132 SA 5.5-kW squirrel-cage induction motor. In addition this

setup has a combined phase over current and earth-fault relay for fault situations.

Motor cables are installed c. 5 centimeters from each others and partly on top of the

metal cable rack which goes around the laboratory. Cable rack models the metallic wind

turbine tower for the cables. The dimension used for the motor cables is 50 meter

because with that length the voltage reflection can be noticed. The purpose of this

installation is to model as well as possible the practical wind turbine motor cables. Test

setup does not include any filter in the generator cables. Table 2 shows more

information about the measurement setup. Figure 25 shows inverter and motor in the

system and Figure 26 shows how the motor cables are installed to the cable rack.

Table 2 Details of the devices and measuring instruments, which are used during measurements.

Transformer Ynynyn0 connection
Inverter Vacon NXP00075A2H1SSA100BBB5D2
Motor ABB 3~Motor M2AA132 SA
Cable MMJ 3*2.5 mm2

Fault current protector ABB SPAJ 135 C

Measuring instruments:
Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 3012
Oscilloscope Fluke 199C
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Figure 25 Measurement setup: On the left earth-fault relay, in the middle inverter and on the right-side
motor.

Figure 26 Motor cables on a cable rack.
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5.2 Measurement results

Measurement results are introduced in the following chapters. Each grounding topology

is presented and the results include voltage waveforms, values for inverter and motor

voltages and ground current values. Waveforms are the average of the 512 pulses

because with this it is possible to reduce individual voltage peaks and also interference.

The first three chapters include three main topologies and the remaining four chapters

include other tested topologies, which are without protective groundings.

5.1.1 Transformer grounded

In the normal installation of the manufacturer wind power system, transformer star

point,  inverter  frame and  motor  frame are  grounded.  This  is  also  the  first  tested  setup

and it is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 Topology, where transformer star point, inverter frame and motor frame are grounded.

Measurement results are presented in table 3. As we can see, motor phase peak-to-peak

voltage value is 605.9 V and inverter phase peak-to-peak voltage value is 1113 V. In

that case value for the motor voltage is 1.84 times higher than inverter output voltage.

Figure 28 shows the average waveform of 512 pulses of inverter and motor phase

voltage.  Ground current values are 0.13 A for transformer grounding, 0.33 for inverter

grounding and 0.39 for motor grounding conductor.
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Table 3 Measurement results for transformer grounding.

Inverter Motor Transformer
phase VRMS 312,5 [V] 334,8 [V]

Vp-p 605,9 [V] 1113 [V]

main VRMS 515,5 [V] 586,5 [V]
Vp-p 614 [V] 1185 [V]

ground current 0,33 [A] 0,39 [A] 0.13 [A]

Inverter main voltage peak-to-peak value is 614 V and motor peak-to-peak voltage is

1185 V so it is 1.93 times higher than inverter output voltage.
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Figure 28 Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms in the normally used installation. Transformer
secondary star point, inverter frame and motor frame are grounded.
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Figure 29 shows the waveforms of inverter and motor main voltages.
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Figure 29 Inverter and motor main voltage waveforms in the normally used installation. Transformer
secondary star point, inverter frame and motor frame are grounded.
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5.1.2 Motor star point grounded

Second tested topology includes inverter frame, motor frame and motor star point

grounding. Transformer secondary circuit is without grounding. This test setup topology

is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30 Topology, where inverter frame, motor frame and motor star point are grounded.

Measurement results for this setup show, that motor phase peak-to-peak voltage value is

607 V and inverter phase peak-to-peak voltage value is 1118 V. With these values

motor voltage is 1.84 times higher than inverter output voltage. Waveforms for both

voltages are shown in Figure 31. Ground current values are 0.49 A for inverter

grounding and 0.49 for motor grounding conductor. All the results are shown in table 4.

Table 4 Measurement results for motor star point grounding.
Inverter Motor Motor star point

phase VRMS 313,3 [V] 339,8 [V]
Vp-p 607 [V] 1118 [V]

main VRMS 517,7 [V] 542,7 [V]
Vp-p 610,2 [V] 1161 [V]

ground current 0,49 [A] 0,49 [A] 0,49 [A]

Main voltage peak-to-peak values are 610.2 V for inverter output and 1161 V for motor

input. In that case motor input voltage is 1.9 times higher than inverter output voltage.

Figure 32 shows the average waveform of 512 pulses of inverter and motor main

voltage.
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Figure 31 Motor and inverter phase voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor star point are
grounded
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Figure 32 Inverter and motor main voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor star point are
grounded.
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5.1.3 Inverter intermediate circuit midpoint grounded

In this topology, inverter intermediate circuit midpoint, inverter frame and motor frame

are grounded. Inverter intermediate circuit midpoint is made with two 2.2nF capacitors,

which are connected to inverter DC- and DC+ connectors. This test setup is shown in

Figure 33.

Figure 33 Topology, where inverter intermediate circuit midpoint, inverter frame and motor frame are
grounded.

Test results are shown in table 5. Peak-to-peak phase voltage for motor input is 1.86

times higher than inverter output voltage. With main voltage, motor input voltage is

1.91 times inverter output voltage.

Table 5 Measurement results for inverter intermediate circuit grounding with frame grounds..
Inverter Motor Inverter mid point

phase VRMS 302,8 [V] 330,4 [V]
Vp-p 594,6 [V] 1108 [V]

main VRMS 513,7 [V] 537,1 [V]
Vp-p 605,7 [V] 1156 [V]

ground current 0,3 [A] 0,34 [A] 0,32 [A]

Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 34 and main voltage

waveforms are shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 34 Voltage waveforms of test setup, which is grounded with inverter intermediate circuit
midpoint, inverter frame and motor frame conductor.
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Figure 35 Main voltage waveforms of test setup, which is grounded with inverter intermediate circuit
midpoint, inverter frame and motor frame conductor.
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5.1.4 Inverter frame and motor frame grounded

In this topology inverter frame and motor frame are grounded. Test setup is shown in

Figure 36. Only difference with the first measured topology is that the transformer does

not have the system grounding.

Figure 36 Test setup has inverter frame and motor frame grounding.

Table  6  shows measurement  results  of  this  topology.  As  we can  see  from the  results,

motor input voltage is 1.98 times higher than inverter output voltage, so it is almost two

times bigger. If we compare these results with the same topology, but with transformer

grounding we see that when transformer is grounded, it reduces the overvoltage.

Table 6 Measurement results of inverter frame and motor frame grounding.
Inverter Motor

phase VRMS 318,4 [V] 337,2 [V]
Vp-p 612,9 [V] 1213 [V]

main VRMS 518,8 [V] 582,2 [V]
Vp-p 616,6 [V] 1215 [V]

ground current 0,24 [A] 0,31 [A]

Motor and inverter peak-to-peak main and phase voltage waveforms are shown in

Figure 37 and in Figure 38.
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Figure 37 Motor and inverter phase voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor frame are
grounded.
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Figure 38 Motor and inverter main voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor frame are
grounded.
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5.1.5 Inverter frame and motor star point grounded

This topology has inverter frame and motor star point grounding. The setup is shown in

Figure 39.

Figure 39 Inverter frame and motor star point are grounded in this setup.

From the measurement results in table 7, we see that motor phase peak-to-peak voltage

value is 613.3 V and inverter phase peak-to-peak voltage value is 993.4 V. With these

results motor voltage is 1.62 times higher than inverter output voltage. Comparing with

topology in chapter 5.1.2, we see that with out motor frame grounding, the overvoltage

in motor terminal is lower than without it.

Table 7 Measurement results of inverter frame and motor star point grounding.

Inverter Motor
phase VRMS 330,8 [V] 343,6 [V]

Vp-p 613,3 [V] 993,4 [V]

main VRMS 520,2 [V] 566,5 [V]
Vp-p 619,1 [V] 1320 [V]

ground current 0,34 [A] 0,37 [A]

Figure 40 shows the average waveform of 512 pulses of inverter and motor phase

voltage and Figure 41 shows waveform for motor and inverter main voltages.
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Figure 40 Motor and inverter phase voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor star point are
grounded.
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Figure 41 Inverter and motor main voltage waveforms, when inverter frame and motor star point are
grounded.
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5.1.6 Inverter intermediate circuit midpoint and motor frame
grounded.

In the next measurement setup inverter intermediate circuit midpoint and motor frame

are grounded. Comparing with the topology presented in chapter 5.1.3, the only

difference is the inverter frame ground. Setup is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42 Test setup has inverter intermediate circuit midpoint and motor frame grounding.

Table 8 shows the measurement results. This time peak-to-peak voltage in motor

terminal is 1.66 times higher than inverter output voltage. Again when we compare it

with the same topology but with inverter frame ground we see that without systems

grounding, the overvoltage in the motor terminals is little lower. However, with a main

voltage peak-to-peak values, the overvoltage is almost the same. With this topology

motor Vp-p is 1.93 times Vp-p inverter and with inverter frame ground motor Vp-p is 1.91

times Vp-p inverter.

Table 8 Measurement results of inverter intermediate circuit midpoint and motor frame grounding.
Inverter Motor

phase VRMS 291,5 [V] 323,4 [V]
Vp-p 604,5 [V] 1004 [V]

main VRMS 518,6 [V] 588,7 [V]
Vp-p 617,6 [V] 1189 [V]

ground current 0,12 [A] 0,16 [A]

Waveforms for phase voltages are shown in Figure 43 and for main voltages in Figure
44.
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Figure 43 Inverter and motor phase voltage waveforms, when inverter midpoint and motor frame are
grounded.
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Figure 44 Inverter and motor voltage waveforms, when inverter intermediate circuit midpoint and
motor frame are grounded.
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5.1.7 Inverter intermediate circuit midpoint grounded

The topology shown in Figure 45 has only inverter intermediate circuit midpoint

grounding.

Figure 45 In this topology only inverter frame intermediate circuit midpoint is grounded.

Measurement results are shown in table 9. For the phase voltages Vp-p motor is 1.24

times Vp-p inverter and for main voltages Vp-p motor is 1.88 times Vp-p inverter. The

motor phase voltage has the lowest value, in relation with inverter output voltage during

the whole measurements.

Table 9 Measurement results for inverter intermediate circuit mid point grounding.
Inverter Motor

phase VRMS 283,8 [V] 359,1 [V]
Vp-p 606,4 [V] 754,8 [V]

main VRMS 517,7 [V] 589,7 [V]
Vp-p 613,3 [V] 1151 [V]

ground current 0,15 [A]

Test setup wave forms for phase and main voltages are shown in Figure 46 and Figure
47.
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Figure 46 Phase voltage waveforms, when only inverter intermediate circuit midpoint is grounded.
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Figure 47 Main voltage waveforms, when only inverter intermediate circuit midpoint is grounded.
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5.3 The conclusion, and the comparison between the

measurements and simulations

As the measurements have shown, the three main topologies have almost the same

results with the phase and also with the main voltages, when inverter output voltage is

compared with motor terminal voltage. According to these results we can say that the

grounding conductor location does not matter for the motor overvoltage, if the inverter

frame and the motor frame have to be connected to the ground. Overvoltages in the

motor terminal are reduced only, if we can let the inverter or the motor frame be without

grounding.

Figure 48 shows the motor phase voltage waveforms for the first four topologies in the

same  figure.  There  are  not  big  differences  between  the  highest  voltage  spikes  but  the

voltages stabilized for the different level. The most probably reason for this is a voltage

ripple of the inverter.

When we compare the simulation results with the measurement results we notice that

with both tests, the final result is that the grounding point does not change the

overvoltage  in  the  motor.   However,  we  have  to  remember  that  the  simulations  and

measurements have been made with a small-scale setup, and with a full-scale

installation, the results can be different. The setup was also without cable filter. With

adding a filter and with a better cable impedance matching it’s possible to reduce

voltage spikes but that would probably have the same results with all topologies.
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Figure 48 Motor phase voltage waveforms for four different topologies.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this thesis was to find out how the grounding from the different points

effects to the operation of wind turbine drive, and what is the optimum solution of the

three potential grounding topologies. Overvoltage in the generator, fault situations and

normally operating conditions have been simulated and tested with a small-scale setup.

Simulation and small-scale test  results together have shown that the voltage spikes on

the motor terminal do not depend much of the grounding point. All of the three main

topologies had almost the same overvoltage values on the motor terminal. It should be

noted, that the measurements were carried out using very low power machine compared

to the actual wind power generator. However, it can be assumed that great differences

between actual and simulated structure do not exist.

Simulation results show also that grounding point has more significant influence for

fault voltages and currents. The topology, where the motor star point is grounded, needs

a residual current relay to recognize the ground faults.

The measurements have been made with small-scale system and instead of generator,

they have been made with 400 V squirrel-cage induction motor.  Because of that, it

would be important to repeat the same measurements with a normal-scale system.

Moreover it would be interesting to compare these results which have made with a

frequency converter to the results with active front end equipped setup. Even better

would be the tests with a full-scale wind turbine. In addition, the simulation model

could be modified for the full-scale system. Furthermore different motor cables and

their different placing could be tested and this could erase the overvoltage problem.

It seems that chancing the grounding location in order to minimize the generator

overvoltages is not recommended, because it does not help and it causes problems with

the fault situations.
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